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hendrickson offers a one volume hardcover edition of one of western christianity s foundational works re typeset into a clean and modern typeface this edition is easy to read for the
modern eye this book will appeal to libraries seminarians pastors and laypeople institutes of the christian religion by john calvin is an introduction to the bible and a vindication of
reformation principles by one of the reformation s finest scholars at the age of twenty six calvin published several revisions of his institutes of the christian religion a seminal work in
christian theology that altered the course of western history and that is still read by theological students today it was published in latin in 1536 and in his native french in 1541 with
the definitive editions appearing in 1559 latin and in 1560 french the book was written as an introductory textbook on the protestant faith for those with some learning already and
covered a broad range of theological topics from the doctrines of church and sacraments to justification by faith alone it vigorously attacked the teachings of those calvin considered
unorthodox particularly roman catholicism to which calvin says he had been strongly devoted before his conversion to protestantism the over arching theme of the book and calvin s
greatest theological legacy is the idea of god s total sovereignty particularly in salvation and election a rich and profound contribution to the debate on the position of modern
christianity opened up kraemer s the christian message in a non christian world in religion and the christian faith he deals with many of the criticisms of his position and offers an
apologia at once luminous and massive of the christian religion as the revelation of god to man and the faith for all mankind there is a decisive christian finality about kraemer s
writing and his book is a significant contribution to the sharp discipline of faith and action under which the universal christian community lives all the way through his formidably
marshalled arguments run the undertones of christian involvement in a real world a world which by his astonishing grasp of philosophy biblical theology and the claims of religion and
religions the author brings alive to the reader the reading of this formative book with its strenuous demands on the reader s intelligence and christian understanding is a rewarding
experience its significance for the christian church throughout the world is obvious but it is also a monumental witness to the christian religion for all those who ask not only for a
faith once delivered but a faith to believe in their own day and generation originally published in 1930 this book contains the last of three volumes on the origin and progress of the
christian faith from its origins in judaism until the early twentieth century volume three reviews the current status of church doctrine and methods of worship particularly in england
and examines the church s on going tasks in the world with particular reference to other religions this book will be of value to anyone with an interest in the history of christianity and
the church s role in the lives of its devotees this is the definitive english language edition of one of the monumental works of the christian church all previous editions in latin french
german and english have been collated references and notes have been verified corrected and expanded and new bibliographies have been added the translation preserves the
rugged strength and vividness of calvin s writing but also conforms to modern english and renders heavy theological terms in simple language the result is a translation that achieves
a high degree of accuracy and at the same time is eminently readable long recognized for the quality of its translations introductions explanatory notes and indexes the library of
christian classics provides scholars and students with modern english translations of some of the most significant christian theological texts in history through these works each
written prior to the end of the sixteenth century contemporary readers are able to engage the ideas that have shaped christian theology and the church through the centuries
reproduction of the original the christian religion by robert green ingersoll here in a convenient one volume edition is john calvin s magnum opus written as an introduction to the
christian life the institutes remains the best articulation of reformation principles and is a marvelous introduction to biblical christianity using a comparative approach this historical
and cultural introduction illustrates the religious character of christianity key topics in includes a balanced account of its religious foundations formative histories diverse forms of
worship belief practice community and life it analyzes forms of christian religious experience in relation to other religions excerpt from the christian religion i shall not enter the lists
as a combatant against any of the recent assailants of the christian religion religious controversy is sometimes necessary it is often useful but it is always exposed to disadvantages it
is very apt to draw about it a multitude of readers whose interest in it is akin to that which animates the spectators of a cock fight it easily degenerates into a game of fence where the
vivacity and expertness of the competitors in the duel are of more consequence than the justice of the cause christianity is a large matter the bible is a large book or rather collection
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of books forming a connected whole about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast
majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works robert g ingersoll was one of the fiercest
atheist thinkers of the 19th century this short and interesting work reveals that many of the ideas of the new atheists are not new ingersoll complains of god s willingness to permit
slavery and quotes the honorable teachers of ancient history who raised their voices against slavery he also critiqued different aspects of religion and provided a fresh perspective for
his time in this book birger pearson argues for the study of christianity as one of the religions of the world he proposes that the study of the new testament and the other early
christian literature be moved out of the realm of theology and into the area of comparative research of religion the book therefore addresses the problematic of christian origins that
is the historical process by which a new religion christianity emerges out of an older one second temple judaism included are studies ranging from the prehistory of christianity jesus
together with an illuminating lengthy and detailed critical analysis of the work of the jesus seminar and the trends in current north american gospel research it reflects into the new
testament and up to the fourth century a concluding chapter presents the author s reflections on scholarly methods used in the study of the christian religion unlike some other
reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as
portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be certain
imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy gain a deeper understanding of the christian faith with this comprehensive
guide to its key doctrines and beliefs based on rigorous scholarship and thorough research the evidences and doctrines of the christian religion offers a clear and compelling overview
of the foundations of christianity from the authority of scripture to the nature of god this book covers all of the essential topics in an accessible and engaging manner this work has
been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america
and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant excerpt from the christian religion in its doctrinal expression several reasons have led
the writer to prepare the present work on theology he has been a teacher of the subject during the past eighteen years his own method and standpoint in dealing with truth have as a
natural consequence taken definite form theology is like any other science in the fact that if it is alive it grows this does not mean that it goes beyond christ and the new testament it
means rather that these are provocative of endless growth the object of religion does not grow but the subject never attains a final and static stage in the present life truth does not
change but we apprehend truth with increasing clearness down to the middle of the nineteenth century after luther s age theology was engaged chiefly with the issues growing out of
the reformation the method of theology was that derived from a past age theologies were comprehensive more or less philosophical and abstract treatises there was a very
commendable desire to systematize the truths of christianity but too often the biblical method and aim were sacrificed in the interest of a school of theology or a philosophical
principle for example arminianism overlooked certain essential truths about god in its strong championship of human freedom as against it calvinism ran to extremes in some of its
conclusions in its very earnest desire to safeguard the truth of god s sovereignty we are learning to discard both names and to adhere more closely than either to the scriptures while
retaining the truth in both systems during the nineteenth century the whole world of human thought underwent a remarkable revolution in physical science a new method and ideal
arose in the social and economic sphere a new sociology and political economy took shape about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in
books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent accurately the original artefact
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although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy excerpt from the history of the
christian religion and church during the three first centuries the history of the christian church especially in the earlier periods of existence is a cheering subject for the
contemplation of a christian heart it supplies a commentary which cannot be mistaken on the promise of our lord that he would be with his disciples even to the end of the world matt
xxviii 20 the difficulties against which christianity had at first to struggle only serve to prove the overwhelming might of the arm which sustained it it was to be expected that an age
of corruption should put forth all its powers to crush that religion which denounced and combated it the progress which christianity made in spite of this opposition constitutes one of
the chief points of interest belonging to the earlier periods of ecclesiastical history the working of that leaven which is destined in gods good time to leaven the whole lump is seen
most definitely at that season when the world was exchanging its paganism for christianity let any man read the first sixteen chapters of gibbon and then turn from that melancholy
record of blood and crime to the history of the christian church during the same period he will then acknowledge that there was beneath that stormy tide of passion and ambition an
under current silently advancing whose calmer and purer waters came to light when once that troubled tide had passed away he will see principles of action and rules of life the
strongest and the purest ever given to man making their way against all the persecutions of power by their own intrinsic worth and by the power which sustained them from above it
is in this point of view among many others that the early history of christianity is fraught with such deep interest to man and it is to be considered one of the great aims of such an
history to develope this progress of the church clearly and delineate it with accuracy it would be foreign to the purpose of this preface to discuss the merits or the demerits of other
ecclesiastical histories but it may be allowable to direct attention to this particular point as connected with the work of dr neander to develop this progress of christianity faithfully
requires that the historian should not only possess the learning and the impartiality which are needed for all historical inquiries but that he should unite profound and extensive views
of human nature with what is of even more importance warm feelings for the higher parts of the christian scheme and an eye well practised to discern the dealings of god in the world
i cannot but think that the learned and amiable author of this history unites these qualifications in no common degree and i believe that it would be difficult to become acquainted
with his works without feeling reverence for the high qualities both of head and heart which adorn their author the present portion of the history bears testimony to his candour and
acuteness his diligence and his fidelity his judgment also in disentangling the historical from the fictitious in the acta martyrum cannot fail to strike any one who will take the trouble
to compare the details of this history with the original of the acta martyrum as edited by ruinart to this meed of praise high as it is i think every impartial reader will consider the
author to be entitled but still this avowal by no means binds us to the acceptance of all the views propounded in this work about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this
leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so
they represent accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future
generations to enjoy this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced
from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations
within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical
artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced
and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant excerpt from a primer of the christian religion based on the teaching of jesus its founder and living lord to that voice the apostles gave heed and regarded no other to that
voice they also have given heed who in the long and weary struggle to realize the kingdom of heaven on the earth have spoken words and done deeds that have scattered new light
and given fresh courage to the hearts of men to that divine voice it is our duty to listen and then boldly to live out and to speak out what we have heard no man or body of men can
listen to jesus for us we must listen for ourselves no council of the dead past or of the present has a right to come between us and jesus christ and say that it has listened for us and
that thus or thus must we believe we owe it to jesus that no voices of men howsoever holy and learned shall be allowed to drown or in the slightest degree confuse that clear voice of
his which will one day be heard in judgment as it is now heard in accents of divine grace about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic
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books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be
replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such
historical works
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The Christian Religion 1882 hendrickson offers a one volume hardcover edition of one of western christianity s foundational works re typeset into a clean and modern typeface this
edition is easy to read for the modern eye this book will appeal to libraries seminarians pastors and laypeople institutes of the christian religion by john calvin is an introduction to the
bible and a vindication of reformation principles by one of the reformation s finest scholars at the age of twenty six calvin published several revisions of his institutes of the christian
religion a seminal work in christian theology that altered the course of western history and that is still read by theological students today it was published in latin in 1536 and in his
native french in 1541 with the definitive editions appearing in 1559 latin and in 1560 french the book was written as an introductory textbook on the protestant faith for those with
some learning already and covered a broad range of theological topics from the doctrines of church and sacraments to justification by faith alone it vigorously attacked the teachings
of those calvin considered unorthodox particularly roman catholicism to which calvin says he had been strongly devoted before his conversion to protestantism the over arching
theme of the book and calvin s greatest theological legacy is the idea of god s total sovereignty particularly in salvation and election
Institutes of the Christian Religion 2008 a rich and profound contribution to the debate on the position of modern christianity opened up kraemer s the christian message in a non
christian world in religion and the christian faith he deals with many of the criticisms of his position and offers an apologia at once luminous and massive of the christian religion as
the revelation of god to man and the faith for all mankind there is a decisive christian finality about kraemer s writing and his book is a significant contribution to the sharp discipline
of faith and action under which the universal christian community lives all the way through his formidably marshalled arguments run the undertones of christian involvement in a real
world a world which by his astonishing grasp of philosophy biblical theology and the claims of religion and religions the author brings alive to the reader the reading of this formative
book with its strenuous demands on the reader s intelligence and christian understanding is a rewarding experience its significance for the christian church throughout the world is
obvious but it is also a monumental witness to the christian religion for all those who ask not only for a faith once delivered but a faith to believe in their own day and generation
The Christian Religion 1899 originally published in 1930 this book contains the last of three volumes on the origin and progress of the christian faith from its origins in judaism
until the early twentieth century volume three reviews the current status of church doctrine and methods of worship particularly in england and examines the church s on going tasks
in the world with particular reference to other religions this book will be of value to anyone with an interest in the history of christianity and the church s role in the lives of its
devotees
Religion and the Christian Faith 2003-06 this is the definitive english language edition of one of the monumental works of the christian church all previous editions in latin french
german and english have been collated references and notes have been verified corrected and expanded and new bibliographies have been added the translation preserves the
rugged strength and vividness of calvin s writing but also conforms to modern english and renders heavy theological terms in simple language the result is a translation that achieves
a high degree of accuracy and at the same time is eminently readable long recognized for the quality of its translations introductions explanatory notes and indexes the library of
christian classics provides scholars and students with modern english translations of some of the most significant christian theological texts in history through these works each
written prior to the end of the sixteenth century contemporary readers are able to engage the ideas that have shaped christian theology and the church through the centuries
Christian Religion 1886 reproduction of the original the christian religion by robert green ingersoll
The History of the Christian Religion and Church During the Three First Centuries 1844 here in a convenient one volume edition is john calvin s magnum opus written as an
introduction to the christian life the institutes remains the best articulation of reformation principles and is a marvelous introduction to biblical christianity
The Christian Religion 2014-10-23 using a comparative approach this historical and cultural introduction illustrates the religious character of christianity key topics in includes a
balanced account of its religious foundations formative histories diverse forms of worship belief practice community and life it analyzes forms of christian religious experience in
relation to other religions
Calvin 1960-01-01 excerpt from the christian religion i shall not enter the lists as a combatant against any of the recent assailants of the christian religion religious controversy is
sometimes necessary it is often useful but it is always exposed to disadvantages it is very apt to draw about it a multitude of readers whose interest in it is akin to that which animates
the spectators of a cock fight it easily degenerates into a game of fence where the vivacity and expertness of the competitors in the duel are of more consequence than the justice of
the cause christianity is a large matter the bible is a large book or rather collection of books forming a connected whole about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
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thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or
missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works
Demonstration of the Truth of the Christian Religion 1839 robert g ingersoll was one of the fiercest atheist thinkers of the 19th century this short and interesting work reveals that
many of the ideas of the new atheists are not new ingersoll complains of god s willingness to permit slavery and quotes the honorable teachers of ancient history who raised their
voices against slavery he also critiqued different aspects of religion and provided a fresh perspective for his time
The Christian Religion 2018-05-23 in this book birger pearson argues for the study of christianity as one of the religions of the world he proposes that the study of the new testament
and the other early christian literature be moved out of the realm of theology and into the area of comparative research of religion the book therefore addresses the problematic of
christian origins that is the historical process by which a new religion christianity emerges out of an older one second temple judaism included are studies ranging from the prehistory
of christianity jesus together with an illuminating lengthy and detailed critical analysis of the work of the jesus seminar and the trends in current north american gospel research it
reflects into the new testament and up to the fourth century a concluding chapter presents the author s reflections on scholarly methods used in the study of the christian religion
The Christian Religion: an Account of Every Sect, Etc 1840 unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to
bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they
represent accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future
generations to enjoy
Institutes of the Christian Religion 1989 gain a deeper understanding of the christian faith with this comprehensive guide to its key doctrines and beliefs based on rigorous
scholarship and thorough research the evidences and doctrines of the christian religion offers a clear and compelling overview of the foundations of christianity from the authority of
scripture to the nature of god this book covers all of the essential topics in an accessible and engaging manner this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important
and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you
may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
The Christian Religion 1991 excerpt from the christian religion in its doctrinal expression several reasons have led the writer to prepare the present work on theology he has been a
teacher of the subject during the past eighteen years his own method and standpoint in dealing with truth have as a natural consequence taken definite form theology is like any other
science in the fact that if it is alive it grows this does not mean that it goes beyond christ and the new testament it means rather that these are provocative of endless growth the
object of religion does not grow but the subject never attains a final and static stage in the present life truth does not change but we apprehend truth with increasing clearness down
to the middle of the nineteenth century after luther s age theology was engaged chiefly with the issues growing out of the reformation the method of theology was that derived from a
past age theologies were comprehensive more or less philosophical and abstract treatises there was a very commendable desire to systematize the truths of christianity but too often
the biblical method and aim were sacrificed in the interest of a school of theology or a philosophical principle for example arminianism overlooked certain essential truths about god
in its strong championship of human freedom as against it calvinism ran to extremes in some of its conclusions in its very earnest desire to safeguard the truth of god s sovereignty we
are learning to discard both names and to adhere more closely than either to the scriptures while retaining the truth in both systems during the nineteenth century the whole world of
human thought underwent a remarkable revolution in physical science a new method and ideal arose in the social and economic sphere a new sociology and political economy took
shape about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important
historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged
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copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
The Christian Religion 2015-06-02 unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with
introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent accurately the
original artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy
The Christian Religion: An Enquiry 2021-04-26 excerpt from the history of the christian religion and church during the three first centuries the history of the christian church
especially in the earlier periods of existence is a cheering subject for the contemplation of a christian heart it supplies a commentary which cannot be mistaken on the promise of our
lord that he would be with his disciples even to the end of the world matt xxviii 20 the difficulties against which christianity had at first to struggle only serve to prove the
overwhelming might of the arm which sustained it it was to be expected that an age of corruption should put forth all its powers to crush that religion which denounced and combated
it the progress which christianity made in spite of this opposition constitutes one of the chief points of interest belonging to the earlier periods of ecclesiastical history the working of
that leaven which is destined in gods good time to leaven the whole lump is seen most definitely at that season when the world was exchanging its paganism for christianity let any
man read the first sixteen chapters of gibbon and then turn from that melancholy record of blood and crime to the history of the christian church during the same period he will then
acknowledge that there was beneath that stormy tide of passion and ambition an under current silently advancing whose calmer and purer waters came to light when once that
troubled tide had passed away he will see principles of action and rules of life the strongest and the purest ever given to man making their way against all the persecutions of power
by their own intrinsic worth and by the power which sustained them from above it is in this point of view among many others that the early history of christianity is fraught with such
deep interest to man and it is to be considered one of the great aims of such an history to develope this progress of the church clearly and delineate it with accuracy it would be
foreign to the purpose of this preface to discuss the merits or the demerits of other ecclesiastical histories but it may be allowable to direct attention to this particular point as
connected with the work of dr neander to develop this progress of christianity faithfully requires that the historian should not only possess the learning and the impartiality which are
needed for all historical inquiries but that he should unite profound and extensive views of human nature with what is of even more importance warm feelings for the higher parts of
the christian scheme and an eye well practised to discern the dealings of god in the world i cannot but think that the learned and amiable author of this history unites these
qualifications in no common degree and i believe that it would be difficult to become acquainted with his works without feeling reverence for the high qualities both of head and heart
which adorn their author the present portion of the history bears testimony to his candour and acuteness his diligence and his fidelity his judgment also in disentangling the historical
from the fictitious in the acta martyrum cannot fail to strike any one who will take the trouble to compare the details of this history with the original of the acta martyrum as edited by
ruinart to this meed of praise high as it is i think every impartial reader will consider the author to be entitled but still this avowal by no means binds us to the acceptance of all the
views propounded in this work about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com
The principles of the Christian religion, in question and answer, for the use of schools 1816 unlike some other reproductions of classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical
character recognition as this leads to bad quality books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches etc we have endeavoured to keep
the quality of these images so they represent accurately the original artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts we feel they deserve to be
made available for future generations to enjoy
The Emergence of the Christian Religion 2012-11-08 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know
it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as
most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of
america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work
as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of
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keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
A familiar survey of the Christian religion, and of history as connected with the introduction of Christianity, and with its progress to the present time 1836 excerpt
from a primer of the christian religion based on the teaching of jesus its founder and living lord to that voice the apostles gave heed and regarded no other to that voice they also have
given heed who in the long and weary struggle to realize the kingdom of heaven on the earth have spoken words and done deeds that have scattered new light and given fresh
courage to the hearts of men to that divine voice it is our duty to listen and then boldly to live out and to speak out what we have heard no man or body of men can listen to jesus for
us we must listen for ourselves no council of the dead past or of the present has a right to come between us and jesus christ and say that it has listened for us and that thus or thus
must we believe we owe it to jesus that no voices of men howsoever holy and learned shall be allowed to drown or in the slightest degree confuse that clear voice of his which will one
day be heard in judgment as it is now heard in accents of divine grace about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at
forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition
we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
Christianity Unveiled 1835
The Evidences of the Christian Religion 2012-08
The grounds and principles of the Christian Religion 1734
The Evidences And Doctrines Of The Christian Religion 2023-07-18
The Evidences of the Christian Religion ... The fifth edition enlarged, etc 1792
Truth of the Christian Religion 1894
The Christian Religion in Its Doctrinal Expression (Classic Reprint) 2015-07-11
Christianity unveiled; being an examination of the principles and effects of the Christian religion. From the French of Boulanger or rather of Baron P. H. D. von Holbach ... by W. M.
Johnson 1819
The Truth of the Christian Religion. in Six Books 2013-06
The Christian Faith and Non-Christian Religions 1976
The History of the Christian Religion and Church 2015-06-15
The Principles and Duties of the Christian Religion 2013-06
A View of the Internal Evidence of the Christian Religion ... Fifth edition 1776
The Divinity of the Christian Religion Proved Both from External and Internal Evidences 1739
The Lost Radiance of the Christian Religion 1924
The Christian Religion in Its Doctrinal Expression 2019-02-28
An introduction to the knowledge of the Christian religion; in two parts ... The twenty-first edition 1823
The Christian's Companion 1716
Elements of the Christian Religion; being sketches of sermons, etc 1867
The Evidences and Doctrines of the Christian Religion 1862
A Primer of the Christian Religion 2018-08-08
View of the Internal Evidence of the Christian Religion 1805
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